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The first time this year since 1916. Annual Football Hop to be held for 2 A. M. November 25th, 1919.

Music by Pickett's Orchestra. 5 Tickets will sell for $3.50 per couple.

Boxes will be designated according to seniority. All requests for boxes must be in by Saturday, November 15th. Vaille, Meriden; R. R. Keel, Windor Locks; G. Sickler, Hartford; L. Metelli, Danielson; R. L. Lovett, Storrs; E. Mannix, New York City.

This dance is being run by the Athletic Association. er, '22, Ridgefield.

The tentative program follows the changes in numbers of dances and music may be made.

1. One Step Razzle Dazzle
2. Fox Trot Coo-Coo
3. Waltz Honey Moon
4. Fox Trot In Your Arms
5. Waltz Romance
6. One Step Tents of Arabs
7. Fox Trot Tulip Time
8. Waltz Lonely, Summertime
9. Fox Trot Baby, I'll be back some day
10. One Step Everybody calls Honey
11. Fox Trot Wandering
12. Waltz That Naughty Waltz
13. Fox Trot When the preacher makes you mine
14. Waltz Blowing Bubbles
15. One Step Take your Girlie to the Movies
16. Fox Trot oasis
17. Waltz Weeping Willow Lane
18. Fox Trot Tell Me


**FOOTBALL AGAIN IS DISASTROUS TO CONN.**

The fast New York Aggies played the Connecticut Aggies at the Gardner Dow Field Saturday, November 1. Lord, Maier and Mitchell were forced out of the game thus handicapping the blue and white with a loss of three strong men. Lord received a severe blow on the head from which he has fully recovered. Maier injured his knee and had to be replaced. The final score was 33 to 7.

The home team was completely baffled for the first three quarters by the puzzling offensive of the visitors. The success with which the visitors carried out their open plays and shifts was an indication of good training. It was not until the last quarter that the blue and white looked at all dangerous to their opponents, when the visitors were swept off their feet by an unexpected reaction and three touchdowns were made two of which were recalled.

Hopwood kicked off to Nichols who ran the back fifteen yards. New York carried the ball to midfield for first place in the Rhode Island Reds was made by two pens, on which the Rhode Islanders were swept out of the game thus handicapping the blue and white looked at all dangerous to their opponents, when the visitors were swept off their feet by an unexpected reaction and three touchdowns were made two of which were recalled.

The best individual record was made by a white Leghorn entered by a man in her class, laying 250 eggs and would have been the winner for individual record had she not in the early part of the summer diabolized her thigg in a mash hopper which laid her up in the hospital for 31 days before she resumed her work.

The best individual record was made by a White Leghorn entered by S. G. McLean of South Glastonbury, Conn., with the record for the year of 286 eggs. This however was 46 eggs low.

**ANOTHER BIG CONTEST COMES TO A CLOSE**

**BARRIED PLYMOUTH ROCKS WIN FOR EGG PRODUCTION**

Year's Production Low Owing to Disease and Other Factors Against the Hen

The Eight International Egg Lay-

ing Contest came to a close last Fri-

day, October 31, with a pen of Barred Plymouth Rocks in the lead. The pen was entered by Jules Francia, of Wirthampton, N. J., having an average of 202.5 eggs per pen. This pen was the only pen in the whole contest to leave at the end an average over 200 eggs for each of the ten birds.

This pen led all comers for the last 32 weeks and won in spite of the fact that one of its numbers stopped laying in July, which was a handicap to the pen.

**LEADING PENS**

Jules Francia has entered a pen in our contest for eight years and the results of scientific breeding brought his pen through for first prize.

This is the second time that Barred Plymouth Rocks have won in the contest here at Storrs, for in 1917 a pen from Applecock Farm, of Pitstwilliam, N. H., won with a total of 2119 eggs, which was 97 eggs better than this year.

The Laurel Poultry Farm of Laurel, Conn., came second with a pen of Barred Plymouth Rocks which laid a total of 1918 eggs, thus giving the honors for this year to an American Breed, which in past years has been going to the Mediterranean Breeds.

**AN INTERESTING FEATURE**

One of the most interesting raises for first place in the Rhode Island Reds was made by two pens, one entered by Prof. D. E. Warner of the Poultry department here; and the other by Penbrook Poultry farms of Short Falls, N. H., which trailed War-

ner's pen for 51 weeks by only a few eggs and in the last week came thru three eggs ahead. But the No. 2 pen of Warner's pen was made by a man in her class, laying 250 eggs and would have been the winner for individual record had she not in the early part of the summer diabolized her thigg in a mash hopper which laid her up in the hospital for 31 days before she resumed her work.

The best individual record was made by a White Leghorn entered by S. G. McLean of South Glastonbury, Conn., with the record for the year of 286 eggs. This however was 46 eggs low.
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PLYMOUTH ROCKS WIN

(Cont. form page 1, col. 4)

er than the record of last year which was made by a Wyandotte entered by Prof. Warner's father of Bridgeton, Rhode Island, with a record never before worth of 339 eggs.

YEARS PRODUCTION LOW

The leading pen fell short of the last year's record by 339 eggs, the record being made by a breed of Leghorns entered by the Oregon State Agricultural College; these birds are a high breed production from White Leghorns and Barred Rocks, which has produced a hen with the egg laying qualities of the Leghorn and a little larger size than the average Leghorn. This work has been done by Prof. Dreyden, of the Oregon Agricultural College. Their hens did not show a credible record this year due to what might be said "hard luck," for seven hens out of the pen died from accident or disease, thus making a very low record; for long periods there were only 7 or 8 birds in the pen due to the time it took for reserve birds to come from Oregon.

As a whole the average production was very low considering the former contest due to late molting of all the Leghorns, unsettled weather conditions and directly to the disease that set in early last spring. It started from a pen that contracted a bad cold and the damp weather spread it, so that an epidemic of sickness occurred and finally the chicken pox, which crippled at least a fifth of the flock or deaths.

The plant has undergone a thorough cleaning and disinfecting and it is hoped that with the young vigorous stock that has entered for the next contest will not suffer as it did in this past one, but will reveal some world record breaker, that will reproach the owners for the work that they have given in their attempt to breed a higher standard of egg machine.

ARRANGE FOR TRIANGULAR DEBATE WITH R. I. AND MASS.

The Collegiate Debating Club has started this year on a new basis. Formerly the club was open to all male members of the college but a new constitution has been drawn up which makes the new organization more exclusive and efficient. Membership will be gained through the proof of the ability of the candidates as a debating unit.

Arrangements have been made with Rhode Island State College and Massachusetts Aggies for a triangular debate on some current topic; the plan will be also under way for a debate with Tufts College.

Any man who has any ability or interest in any experience in public speaking and urged to get out and put our debating team on the map.

With the increased enrollment of co-eds this year, the class is able for a basketball team is very promising. Mr. Geyer has consented to coach the girls and has already started the work in his Freshman and Sophomore Physical Training Classes.

sider him the best football player seen on the local gridiron in a long time. Maguire and Mitchell played well for Connecticut.

Hopwood re Clark Patterson Alexander Mitchell, Small rt Saar Wilkinson D. Graf, Clark Basner, Shea W. Graf c Ferguson Maguire lg. Faison Mos´e Goodael le J. Clark Maier, Baxter qb O'Brien Lord, lbh Nichols Baxter rbh Sutphin, Penny Hopwood Sig. Boston fb Winchester New York 7 0 26 0—33 Connecticut 0 0 0 7—7

Referee—Oiga; umpire, Schofield of Yale; head linemen, Whalen of Springfield Y. M. C. A.; touchdowns, Whalen & Nichols; referee of shots, Alexander; goals from touchdowns: Winchester 3; Hopwood 1. Time of quarters—12 minutes.

BLACKGUARDS ARE STILL ALIVE AND COMING

Will Stage A First Class Show

Under the Direction of

Mr. Farrell

The Blackguards will present their first minstrel show of the season in Hawley Armory on Friday evening, January 12, 1919. A meeting was held recently and it was decided that the end men and the personnel of the chorus would be chosen by competition open to all members of the college. At the same meeting "Chick" Hemmeler, "Puck" Van Buren and Paul Manwaring were voted into the organization.

A fine show is expected as the services of Mr. Farrell have been secured in conducting the presentation and there is a quantity of talent with which to work. "Chick" Hemmeler will be musical director and will have a Blackguard orchestra of twelve pieces to render the musical program for the show. Also the many members of the Glee Club in the cast will assure good singing.

DAIRY NOTES

The class in Dairy 2a spent their laboratory period at Spring Hill Farm in Newington. The class dehorned some heifers of Group 2 in the Abortion Experiment and cleaned and disinfected the barn.

The department recently sold a Holstein bull calf to Wm. A. Bartle of Ayrshire. The dam of the bull is Pietertje DeKol 2nd. Pietertje DeKol 2nd stood sixth in the world in 1919, and the high breed production from White Leghorns and Ayrshire stock. It is a very interestingly bred in the very early stage of the breed.

The Mansfield Post No. 64 of the American Legion held an open meeting Tuesday, October 28, at Hawley Armory.

The meeting was called to order by Prof. R. C. Fisher at 8:15. He gave a short address in which he spoke on the purpose of the American Legion and what it aimed to accomplish for the ex-service men. He urged that everyone who was thinking of joining should be there and do so before Nov. 11 in order that they may become charter members.

Prof. Abell gave a short talk on the conditions on the island of Hayti, where he was stationed during the war. He mentioned that in three or four years the Mansfield Post would be controlled by the men of Mansfield and the surrounding towns, due to the fact that there would not be many ex-service men attending the College in the future.

State Chairman Philo C. Calhoun gave a brief sketch of the American Legion, telling how it started in Paris during March, 1919, by officers and enlisted men of the A. E. F. The Legion, he stated, stood for three main principles—Americanism, Service, and the surrounding towns, due to the fact that there would not be many ex-service men attending the College in the future.

J. G. WATSON WILL GIVE AN ILLUSTRATED LECTURE

J. G. Watson, Secretary of the Ayrshire Breeders' Association of America, will give an illustrated lecture in the Armory, the evening of November 13, on Ayrshire and Scottish Breeding in Scotland. Mr. Watson is a young native Scotchman, born and bred in the County of Ayr, and speaks very well the language of stock breeding and Ayrshire Cattle from actual experience.

This lecture is open to the student body and public, being put on by the program committee of the "Ag" Club, not merely for the benefit of the Club itself. Mr. Watson's talk will not be merely a breed exposition.
Juniors Hold Freshmen to 0–0 Tie

Outplay Experienced Lower Class in Hard Fought Game

Last Monday

On Monday afternoon the Junior class football team made their second appearance on Gardner Dow Field and in a hard fought game outplayed their Freshmen opponents, the game ending in a scoreless tie. Fumble marred the play of both teams, the ball going backfield being the chief offenders. Poole twice recovered the ball for the Juniors. Lilley ran forty yards on one play but fumbled upon being tackled on the Junior goal line, and the Juniors recovered. This was the nearest to a score for either side at any time during the game.

The best work for the Juniors was done by Pool, Neuman and Wallace, while Lilley and Sneidman excelled for the Freshmen.

The Juniors consider inasmuch as the Freshman team contained eight men who have been playing on either the varsity or second team all season and only four men on the Junior team have been playing football this year, the first year team will have to show a complete reversal of form if they hope to make a showing against the Sophomores in their annual game.

President's Hour

The speakers at President's Hour October 29, were J. B. Thwing, state secretary of the Y. M. C. A. and Elmore M. McKee, assistant secretary of the Yale Christian Association.

Mr. Thwing told of the need of everyone taking a Christian attitude toward the problems facing the world today. Every student in college has knowledge a man has when he enters college to part in the meeting. Every student having this will be a force in building the leaders of the world.

Mr. McKee spoke very interestingly about the work of the Yale Christian Association. After much deliberation a number of prominent Yale seniors came to the following two conclusions: First, that the only worthy objective of an individual was character building; second, Christianity is the only possible thing that will solve the problems of the world.

The Yale Association provides for meetings of serious-minded students and at these such conclusions as above are arrived at. In New Haven the association has taken part in industrial work, boys' work, teaching, religious education and scientific activities. Both the community and the University feel the effects of this. In order to further this movement in college a convention of eight thousand students will be held in Des Moines. It is important that every college take part in the meeting.

An effort is to be made at this college to establish an organization similar to that at Yale and other colleges.

Freshmen Take Army Intelligence Test

Many Show That They Know About All There Is to Know

At one of their lecture periods in Zoology last week, the freshmen had a surprise in the way of the Army Intelligence Test. This test is for memory, quickness, common sense, ability to straighten out wrong ideas, and general knowledge. The number of mistakes possible are many and easy to make.

The idea in giving this test was to get the general sum of the knowledge of the class and ability of each to think for himself. It had nothing to do with his regular course but that is giving his instructors a line on him. Many of the papers are expected to be high in average as the instructor has looked some of them over.

The persons taking this test have to take short dictations and at the word "Go" write down the things they remember; simple examples in addition with many catches in them. In the one for Common Sense such questions as these are asked: "Why do we use stoves? Because they look well, or because they keep us warm, or because they are black?" Determining opposites comes next, that is telling the opposites of different words. Test 5 is answering whether a mixed sentence is true or false, with the following example: "Known elephant animal an is smallest the". . . . . . . true. . . . . . . false. Tests 6, 7 and 8 are to cross out wrong letters and numerals to get correct answers.

There are 212 questions to be answered and the time given is fifty minutes. Each question counts one, and some very good results were obtained by some men, some getting very close to 210 out of 212. This test is used to find out how much knowledge a man has when he enters any branch of the army. It is a very good test for anyone to find out how much knowledge he has.

Glee Club Sings on December 18

The second rehearsal of the Glee Club was held Monday Night at 6:45 in the Armory lecture room.

At this meeting it was voted that all members would pay two dollars each so that the club would have a fund to draw on for expenses.

When the club gives presentations, the background will be blank plush and the members will wear white shoes, trousers and coats, thus giving a marked contrast.

Manager Crampton stated that the club would give its first presentation on December 18 in the Armory.

E. H. Spring Dealer in
NEW AND SECOND-HAND
PIANOS
PIANO TUNER AND REPAIRER
Office—801 Main Street
Phone 338-12 Willimantic, Conn.

Blanchette & Hoffman
COMPLETE LINE OF
PASTRY
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

Shropshire Sheep
Berkshire Swine
Short Horn and Hereford Cattle
Percheron Horses

The Connecticut Agricultural College
Farm Department

Ye Post Carde Shop
Perfumes and Toilet Enterprises:
Cameras, Films, Developing and Printing; Stationery, Sheet Music
For Good Goods at Right Prices go to
James Harrill
801 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

Boy Scout Work

Last Friday evening, October 31, the first meeting of the year of the Boy Scout troop of this community was held in Room 13, Hort building. The new Scout Master, Stanley Dodge, assumed the charge of the troop, and is to be assisted by Robert R. Keeler as Assistant Scout Master. The retired Scout Master, George B. Durham, has taken chairmanship of the Merit Badge Committee, which is composed of the following men: Frank P. Miller, W. F. Kirkpatrick, W. B. Gerhardt and H. W. Wright.

The members of the Troop Committee are Mr. R. E. Dodge, Chairman; Mr. W. H. Feck and Mr. H. L. Garri- gg.

The troop is taking up telegraphy, and a successful year is looked forward to.

W. D. C. Pipes are certainly a man's smoke. They bring all members of the smoking set much joy which every man seeks. It's in the mellow French briar, which is guaranteed against cracking or burning through, in quality of bit and band, and in workmanship and design. Select several shapes today at any good dealer's. Smoke a cool one every time.

Wm. Demuth & Co., New York
World's Largest Makers of Fine Pipes

Cor. Main and Railroad Streets
Willimantic, Conn.

Mary Anna Soda Shop
And Tea Room
Main and Union Streets
Willimantic, Conn.

All Classes of
Fine Jewelry
H. W. Standish
Main St., Willimantic.

The Wilson Drug Co.
Established 1829
Inc. 1904
Wholesale and Retail Druggists
Eastern Connecticut's Leading Drug Store
723 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

J. C. Lincoln Company
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves, Crockery, Wall Paper
Curtains, Bedding, Etc.
Furniture 706-3 Undertaking 706-2 Willimantic, Conn.

L. J. Storrs, President-Treas.
P. J. Twomey, Vice-Pres.-Secy.
Established 1862

The Willimantic Lumber and Coal Company
Lumber, Coal, Lime, Cement and Builders' Supplies
87 Church St., Willimantic, Ct.
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OUR FOOTBALL TEAM

In the entire past history of athletics, probably no more credit has ever been due a team than that which is due our present football squad.

This may sound overdrawn at first, but when one stops a moment to consider the conditions or circumstances surrounding our teams of the past and our present team, he will realize the truth of this statement. For two seasons we have had no football at C. A. C. Only one intimately connected with football can fully realize the many difficulties that confront the new team, principally that of the lack of seasoned players.

Again, in nearly every instance the best of a player in a game meant the suspension of football activities for the season, due to the weakened morale of the team. The tactics has stood both of these blows and has fought bravely on, gaining the respect and admiration of her rivals.

Hail to C. A. C. Go, the Football Squad! May their spirits live on forever!

DIoNG HALL TOO POOR?

The above subject may convey the idea that the situation in the Dining Hall is getting alarming. We are perfectly satisfied that the place is decent enough and the meals served are satisfactory. We only think that a few feasible changes may help.

We believe that there is a use of a uniform and the employment of an adequate force of waiters would undoubtedly add to the attractiveness of the place. It is not our intention to make this impossible. If such requests be not possible on account of financial difficulties, we are perfectly willing to make the best of present conditions, but we hope to see an entirely different system when the new dining hall is opened.

A CHALLENGE!

We have felt the tightening grip of athletic standing. It is at the point, at the thought of it, and try to forget there is such a thing; others face it with a feeling of bitterness and resentment; a third group of students accept the higher standing as a challenge.

Here is an issue we must all meet. There is no dodging or escaping it. But after all, isn't it for our own welfare that the faculty are making us work harder? It is true that we may try to engage in so many things, but think how much more it will mean for us to receive a diploma from an institution that doesn't have to take its hat off to any other for scholastic standing.

Every year a limited number of men are chosen by virtue of a national honorary fraternity. The requirements of a candidate are two-fold. He must stand in the upper third of the Junior class in scholarship, and he must be a live participant in one or more college activities.

The third class of students, mentioning above, who accept standards as a challenge, are ever striving to meet these requirements, for it is one of the greatest honors a man can attain here to be chosen to the honorary fraternity.

ATHLETIC ADVISORY BOARD

In the management of all affairs, problems causing differences of opinion arise, and in many cases thru a lack of knowledge of simple conditions or facts. Our last year's athletic program was a victim of such perplexity, until it came to an actual "show down."

Everyone knew a solution was necessary, and conservative members realized that only persistent and consistent endeavor would produce the desirable results which it was in the interests of people, to have.

The alumni heeded and profited by the discussions, and in order to prove their efforts were with the college and attain the alumni meeting last June an Athletic Advisory Board consisting of eleven graduate members, of whom M. E. Pierpont was chosen chairman, and Professor Wheeler Secretary.

This body advocates and is willing to do all its power to assist in the promoting of clean upright athletics in the Connecticut Agricultural College. In its infancy the Board is still theoretically advisory in its character, but should circumstances demand it, its duties will not doubt be greatly extended.

C. A. C. is growing, and growing fast; the larger the college is, the more there will be to make paths of progress. The lawns, the campus and college and campus and college a thing to really be proud of, both as to appearance and spirit shown by all.

SAFETY VALVE

EARN A SUBSCRIPTION

Dear Editor:

In the last edition of the "Campus," I note that an appreciable proportion of the students have either lacked the energy to "dig out" and earn the subscription price, or are misappropriating money that should be used for that purpose. This is probably the result of a lack of serious thought or endeavor, but in any case the justice to college publicity, to the efforts of those involved in the making of the paper, and finally to himself or herself.

An excuse that you have access to your roommate's copy is, of course, a favorite. But don't be a "grubber" at your life. Earn the price of subscription by your own efforts, and if you can't see that you are getting your money's worth in present day investments, then send to your folks, or a personal friend, or a prospective student; it will mark you as a booster.

(Signed) "Alumnus"

SALUTE THE FLAG

Dear Mr. Editor:

It has come to the notice of some of the students that there are those among us who do not know how to be "patriots." For the 'Flag' to be shown every morning and night, it is courteous to stand at attention while this is played. If in civilian dress one can at least take off his hat and if in uniform he should salute the flag. One man stood among twenty others who observed the above courtesy with his hat on his head and his hands in his pockets the other day. It would be well when some among us will see that is least observing of what others do.

"Submitted"

THE RULES APPLY TO YOU!

Mr. Editor:

The custom here at C. A. C., as well as at several other colleges, is for the sophomores to give a reception (if it may be called such) to the entering class of Freshmen, soon after college opens.

The freshmen are collected by the sophomores and for some little time are marched around the campus, at first in one or another style of pyjamas or other articles of clothing. Then the Frosh furnishes a program for the amusement of their mighty superiors (1), the sophomores. After this, during the first few days of college, each freshman is visited by a committee from the sophomore class and is sold a copy of Freshman Not's Not's, together with a Freshman Hat or Cap. The cap is to be worn at all times during the first semester.

It is a very unfortunate thing that the Freshman shall do or shall not do are set forth in these rules, and then he is carefully watched by the sophomores to see that he lives up to all the rules. These rules are not severe, and as far as I can learn, there are none of them that are unreasonable; but that is not the point.

The matter of wearing letters or numerals from schools other than C. A. C. has already been mentioned in your columns. There are one or two points which I feel like to call to your attention, and which I consider of much more importance in many ways, affecting us perhaps more directly than the wearing of letters or numerals other than those of C. A. C. Under the heading "Thou Shalt Not," of the 1923 rules is found in Article V; "Thou shalt not cut across the campus lawns."

If you had a fine lawn in front of your home, would you want it all marked with pail or other than natural or concrete walks which you made across it? NO! Neither do we want our lawns at C. A. C. marked with several rough paths made by cutting across them in trying to find a shorter way to our classes and dining hall. Notice will be given to those who notice while on your way about the campus, that of all who cut across the lawns, the majority are upperclassmen.

Do you expect the Freshmen to refrain from cutting across the lawns when the Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors do? Every Freshman's mind he is just as good as a sophomore, so why should he walk on the walks while another comes and goes where he pleases? Wouldn't the old rule of "Practice what you preach" be a good thing to put into effect here? If it could be enforced, all followed, then soon we could have a lawn to be truly proud of.

Another article under the same division of "Thou Shalt Not" says: "Thou shalt not throw papers or other refuse around the campus."

The same as I have said above applies to this rule too, I think, Mr. Editor, the possibly not quite so rigidly, as the freshmen are nearly as bad, if not equal to the upperclassmen in the dropping of refuse around the campus.

Then last but not least comes the first of the heading 1: "Thou shalt not crab."

One of the first things a freshman hears when he arrives here at C. A. C. is some one who has been here before "crabbing" or finding fault with the feed at the dining hall or with some other place or event at C. A. C. The freshman soon catches the habit, and both freshmen and upperclassmen kick or crab or find fault, (call it what you will), sometimes with good reason; but in many cases (and for no other reason) and they continue it throughout the school year, paying no attention to the rule which says, "Thou shalt not crab." Now wouldn't it be a good idea if we all start at once to "practice what we preach," not only along these lines mentioned, but along other lines as well.

When next you "crab," and with it a new class for C. A. C. the class of 1923, in giving out its rules to tell you that you shall not have the taunt of "You don't do it, so why should we" thrown in your face, and the rest of the college would hear you, I don't think you will like this thrown at one class is thrown at all.

Sincerely,

(Signed) M. C. M.
KAMPUS KLIPS

Some people never think seriously about anything but salads. It can be easily figured out why we have so many serious-minded patrons of the College Dining Hall.

The man who makes afternoon calls with his wife may be a model husband but he is little else.

The old method of calling out the dorm—"Storrs Hall, all out!"
The new method—"Some girls outside."

Jaquith expects to organize a "crocheting" club for the winter months. One can't help noticing what a "gay" boy Jake is this year.

The 17-year locusts came out this year and Boas had her hair cut too. Of course we don't imply that—

Instructor in Genetics—"Why do we get so many barred chickens in this generation?"
Bright Student—"Well, since July 1 they had to do something with the "Bars," so they put them on chickens."

Genetics instructor explaining sex-linked characteristics—"Just as soon as you bring in a female, trouble begins."
Correct, Doctor, Correct!

A young man in love is an animated premissory note. (No, Merle didn't say this.)

Poultry Notes. Professor Warner—"When the Pilgrims landed on Plymouth Rock, they called it a colony."

Familiar Dining Hall Phrases:
"Hey, Lockwood, it's time to go!"
"Last call for Lockwood!"
"Your turn, Bridges!"
"Time for Bridges to go!"

Instructor to Class—"Hereafter, all students will please "park" their guns outside before class.

Recently a New York firm sent a letter addressed to "Dr. E. H. Jenkins, Rhode Island State College, Storrs, Conn." Dr. Jenkins is director of the experiment stations at Storrs and New Haven, and Rhode Island State College is at Kingston, R. I. Perhaps the mix-up address throws some light on the present status of prohibition enforcement in New York.

Pretty Stenop—"How many quarters are there in a football game?"

The three upper classes have recently made elections, as requested by the faculty, to the committee in charge of College Assembly Hour. They are as follows: Senior Class, H. B. Goodrich; Junior Class, D. Graf; Sophomore Class, W. Wood.

The above men are to act with a committee of the faculty consisting of Miss Rose, Mr. Manter, Dr. Sinnott and Mr. Hughes.

The "Constitution" of To-day—Electrically Propelled

THE U. S. S. "New Mexico," the first battleship of any nation to be electrically propelled, is one of the most important achievements of the scientific age. She not only develops the maximum power and, with electrical control, has greater flexibility of maneuver, which is a distinct naval advantage, but also gives greater economy. At 10 knots, her normal cruising speed, she will steam on less fuel than the best turbine-driven ship that preceded her.

The electric generating plant, totaling 28,000 horsepower, and the propulsion equipment of the great super-dreadnought were built by the General Electric Company. Their operation has demonstrated the superiority of electric propulsion over old-time methods and a wider application of this principle in the merchant marine is fast making progress.

Six auxiliary General Electric Turbine-Generators of 400 horsepower each, supply power for nearly 500 motors, driving pumps, fans, shop machinery, and kitchen and laundry appliances, etc.

Utilizing electricity to propel ships at sea marks the advancement of another phase of the electrical industry in which the General Electric Company is the pioneer. Of equal importance has been its part in perfecting electric transportation on land, transforming the potential energy of waterfalls for use in electric motors, developing the possibilities of electric lighting and many other similar achievements.

As a result, so general are the applications of electricity to the needs of mankind that scarcely a home or individual today need be without the benefits of General Electric products and service.


General Electric Company
Schenectady, N.Y.

Write for Souvenir—Giving Photos and Plans of Sioux City's New $4,000,000.00 Alfalfa and Cereal Milling Company's Plant, no cost to you.

ALFALFA & CEREAL MILLING CO.
Grain Exchange Building
Sioux City, Iowa
PHOTOGRAPHS

Solve the Problem

With photographs you can please any other men have made which no one that represents YOUR personality and not something that any other acquaintance might give.

Nicely framed—of course

The Dinneen Studio

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Tel 163-4 65 Church St. Willimantic

RIGHT NOW

Is None too Early to Arrange for Sittings in Anticipation of Christmas

YOUR PORTRAIT

THE IDEAL OF REFINED GIVING

Make an Appointment NOW and have your pictures ready when you want to use them.

Gerry

MAKER OF FINE PORTRAITS

702 Main St. Willimantic

THE COLLEGE TOG SHOP

49 Storrs Hall

A complete line of Men's Up-to-Date Furnishings. Orders taken for all kinds of Furnishings not carried in stock. Suits Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired and Dyed. Full Dress Suits and Tuxedos to rent for all occasions.

Pressing Club: Four Suits pressed each month for $1.50

Club together and save money!

NON-FRATERNITY MEN INCREASE THEIR INFLUENCE

Add a New Organization to those Already Existing in the College as Influential Bodies

To our group of organizations on this campus there has been recently added another. Men who have made no fraternity have gotten together and formed a body to increase their influence. On the evening of November 3, about thirteen of the fourteen non-fraternity men met in room nine, Koons, and formed an organization. The following officers were elected: President, S. G. Bowers; Vice-President, C. A. Slanetz; Secretary, L. Dennison; Treasurer, B. Hatch. At a previous meeting a committee was appointed to confer with President Beach about a club room, this committee having seen the Shanes, who desire nothing else except a suitable plan for furnishing the necessary finances.

Mr. Boas was put on the Mediator in the place of Mr. H. Newman who has joined a fraternity.

The non-fraternity men are enthusiastic and will push thru to success. They expect to take all college men who do not go fraternity. This number is large and will increase as the years go on. Before many years are past this may be an influential organization.

The summer suns and the wintry blasts have completed their mission on the present roof at Whitney Hall. Soon Jupiter and Mars will find new attendances live by taking part.

SIGMA ALPHA PI

Fifteen men have been pledged to join the Sigma Alpha Pi Fraternity: Stanley Dodge, '21; Harold Neuman, '21; Elmore Ashman, '23; Milton Blindlose, '23; Leslie H. Benont, '23; Weston Clarke, '23; Ralph E. Collins, '23; Carl C. Dossing, '23; Norman Dickens, '23; Franklin Gates, '23; Clarence Freeland, '23; Lamont Lilley, '23; Robert A. Moses, '23; Chas. Stocking, '23; and Clarence A. Vail, '23.

Earl Hodine, '15, is now State poultry club leader for the boys and girls' poultry clubs of Massachusetts.

The Department of Pomology wishes to acknowledge the receipt of a two dollar bill which was mailed at the Eastville postoffice. This accompanying this money was "For stolen fruit."

Not having any other means for those who do not go fraternity, I take the manner of making it public, with the hope that credit will go where credit is due.

The Department of Pomology will be glad to sell fruit to students, faculty or members of the community.

SHAKESPEAREAN CLUB

Arthur T. Green, '99, has been given charge of Echo Farm, Litchfield, Ct., in addition to his other numerous duties at the employ of Chase Brothers, of Waterbury, Conn.

H. L. Bushnell, '02, has severed his connection with Gaylord T. Secor, Wallingford, Conn., and is now in Baltic, Conn.

Joseph Austin, ex-'12, is at present connected with the Harry J. Stoddard Co., Danbury, as an automobile sales-man. His position as a member of the factory, Tenmy, '10, has returned to utility at Mt. Hermon after a serious illness.

Lester Harvey, '02, County Agricultural Agent of New Haven County, recently made a trip to Maine to purchase seed potatoes for the county.

George Holister, '02, attended the football game on the Hill last Saturday.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY NOTES

Two choice registered Shorthorn heifers have been purchased for Gilbert Farm from W. Arthur Simpson, Lindonville, Vt.

D. M. Mitchell, director of the Connecticut Sheep Breeders' Assn. for New Haven County, has bought ten ewes from the distribution flock.

On Wednesday, October 29, Carl M. Belanger, an employee of the Farm Dept. fell from a wagon on which he was working, and is at present confined with a compound fracture of the leg as a result of the accident.

Prof. H. L. Garrigus attended the first large meeting of "The Horse Publicity Assn. of America, Inc." held at Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City, on October 30 and 31. The gathering included all the leading horse interests of the United States and Canada. Among the talks on Friday, October 31, was one on "Animal Husbandry" by Prof. Garrigus. One thousand enjoyed together the banquet held at this convention of horse lovers.

CURTAIN TO COVER ARMOIRE WINDOWS

There have been times when the glare of the sun through the skylights of the armory have been objectionable when meetings such as College Assembly have been held there in the daytime.

This was the case, many times last year and it has been more noticeable this year on account of the number of students affected by this inconvenience.

Dr. E. W. Sinnott, of the College Assembly committee, has discovered a way by which this objection may be overcome. He has placed an order with the college authorities for a curtain to be adjusted to the skylights in the armory. This will not be an elaborate affair, but will do much to add to the comfort of the student body during College Assembly.

PHI MU DELTA

Burton Lefllngwell is specializing in agriculture at Cornell.

William Morgan left for Eastville, Virginia, where he will take a position as instructor of Agriculture.

George Blake is with the General Electric Company at East Cleveland, Ohio.

George Cooper of Branford is the proud father of a ten pound boy. He says the boy takes up considerable time.

William Fuchs is studying at Toledo University, Toledo, Ohio.

The initiation will take place Saturday, November 8th, 1919. The active members are planning an interesting program from the standpoint of the alumni and a reunion will be staged on this date.

George Prindle is to take a position with Mr. Curtis of Bantam. He will take charge of the apple crop. It will probably take four weeks to handle the crop.

A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Harris on September 12, 1919.

ALPHI PHI

The rushing season being over, the Fraternity has pledged Ralph Brundage, '23; Irving E. Taylor, '23; Arthur Dehne '23; James Mullan, '23; and Maurice Daly, '23. Initiation is to take place in the near future.

"Half" Brundage, '13, was one of the football enthusiasts at the Conn. vs. N. Y. Aggie game.

Imbert Fellows, '16, was a visitor on the Hill over the weekend. He witnessed the football game Saturday afternoon.

Edward Swanson, ex-'22, is recovering his health after a nervous breakdown at Valley Station, Washington, Ohio. He entered Yale Sheff this fall as a freshman.

William Carrier, '13, was expected at the game Saturday, but "Bill" was busy taking an exam for the 1920 census.

"Ben" Dibble went home this week for some unknown purpose, but we all know better, Ben.

CHURCH NOTICES

Morning Service — 10:45. Church on the Campus.

Rev. W. M. Brown of Windham will preach in place of Mr. Dawson this Sunday.

Sunday School immediately after the morning service.


Leader — Mr. George Heid.

The C. E. meetings have an inspiration for everyone; and are also a place to express ones thoughts and feelings. Attend these meetings; get the inspiration; and make the meetings live by taking part.

Vesper Services will be held in the afternoon as usual.
COAL ENOUGH HERE!

There are fifteen thousand tons of coal already on the Hill to be used at the winter heating plant, five hundred tons at the plant and one thousand tons on the pile south of Storrs Hall. That is enough to make us independent of the striking miners for a while, in fact, we need not worry about keeping warm this winter. There is a standing order in with two coal companies for all the coal they can furnish us and trucks are continually bringing up coal from Eagle-ville and will continue bringing it until the new part would have to be ordered from the heating plant. Two weeks ago the steam was shut off for the first time to the heating plant because of the break in the main pipe line about keeping warm this winter.

HALL. That is enough to make us independent of the heating plant. Two weeks ago the steam was shut off for the first time to the heating plant because of the break in the main pipe line about keeping warm this winter.

NINTH EGG LAYING CONTEST STARTS AT STORRS

Great Variety of Birds Entered.

Goshen Poultry Club Enters

A Pen

The war is over and the fact that people are again turning their attention to the different phases of Agriculture, was emphasized when the Ninth International Egg Laying Contest started with more entries than could be accommodated by the contest plant. People are realizing the value of trap-nesting and also the advertising that comes from such a project.

This year there is a greater variety of birds than in the previous contests, some of the interesting ones are: a pen of Russian Orloffs entered by W. H. Bassett of Cheshire, Conn. It is the first time that a pen has entered the contest here and it will be interesting to see the place they take in the production of eggs. Also a pen of Mottled Anasomas and Dark Cornish which are seldom seen in an Egg Laying Contest.

Again a pen of Oregon's has been entered and this young generation from the famous pen of Oregon's of 117 is hoped to surpass all record hens for this breed.

Many if not most of the last year's contestants have been re-entered in the pens and the contest has started off to a good start, for many of the pens are laying.

Jules Franchis, the winner of the last contest has a good pen of birds that has started well and the vigor and vim that their predecessors had in the fight for best record.

Not only are the old breeders of poultry interested in the contest but the younger generation are seeing the value also for a pen of Leghorns has been entered by the Goshen Poultry Club consisting of eleven members, three of which are here at college studying poultry.

SOCIAL ENOUGH HERE!

There are fifteen thousand tons of coal already on the Hill to be used at the winter heating plant, five hundred tons at the plant and one thousand tons on the pile south of Storrs Hall. That is enough to make us independent of the striking miners for a while, in fact, we need not worry about keeping warm this winter. There is a standing order in with two coal companies for all the coal they can furnish us and trucks are continually bringing up coal from Eagle-ville and will continue bringing it until the new part would have to be ordered from the heating plant. Two weeks ago the steam was shut off for the first time to the heating plant because of the break in the main pipe line about keeping warm this winter.

HALL. That is enough to make us independent of the heating plant. Two weeks ago the steam was shut off for the first time to the heating plant because of the break in the main pipe line about keeping warm this winter.

COOKING FOR FOOTBALL

The Sophomore team proved altogether too fast for their opponents, and they were in possession of the ball nearly all the time the game lasted. Wooster and Klein starred for the winner, while Bendokas and Elocok did good work for the losers. The first play in the game resulted in a touchdown for the Sophoms, made by Klein. The other three touchdowns were made by Wooster, Beisiegel kicked one goal. The Sophoms were penalized a number of times for being offside, but made up lost ground nearly every time in the next play.

The Sophomore team was much pleased with the results of their work, and it is with high hopes that they are looking forward to the battle with the Freshies, who are bound to lose to their mighty superiors.

Sophomors School of Ag.

Plumb, Lawson e Eltich
McDermott
Small it
Ferris ig Squib
Beisiegel c Steichert
Goodearl rg Edge
Putnam rt Beach
Boas re Newton
Wood qb Bendokas
Heid lbh Elocok
Wooster r blh Aschcroft
Klein fb Jacquier

NEW MEN OUT FOR FOOTBALL

With the New York—Connecticut game over the injured list has been swelled. About seven men are now laid up with little possibility of returning to the game this season. Some of the men on the casualty list are as follows: Ricketts, Gleason, Maier, Prescott, Averill and Ashman.

New men who have only been on the field a short while are showing son, the new men, are full of fight and promise. Small, Goodearl and Patterson are fast on their feet. Both Patterson and Goodarl will be tried at ends which have proved very weak on account of lack of weight and experience.

Captain Hopwood has been changed from quarter to end because of his ability to catch forward passes and the open game is the type that the coach is trying to develop. This is necessary because the team is too light for "rushing."

THE TUBRIDE-WELDON CO.

Ladies' and Misse's Ready-to-Wear Shop

750 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

PRESSING AND CLEANING

Satisfaction Guaranteed

C. J. AUSTIN

ROB 7

STORRS

THE J. F. CARR COMPANY

CLOTHIERS AND OUTFITTERS

Willimantic, Conn.

THE JORDAN HARDWARE CO.

They carry a complete line 664 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

THE COLLEGE CANDY STORE

PIES AND JELLY DOUGHNUTS

CANDY

BRUB DOW

Room 5 Storrs Hall

YOU'LL FIND THE BOYS THERE

COLLEGE MEMORY BOOKS

LOCAL AGENT

Douglas A. Evans

Room 21, Koons Halls

THE CAKE AND CIGAR SHOP

35 and 39 Koons

Jelly Rolls, Cigarettes and Cigars

Our Specialty

KLEIN AND WISE

HENRY FRYER

Merchant Tailor

Full Line of Foreign and Domestic Woolens. Latest Styles and Most Fashionable Designs.

762 Main St. Willimantic, Conn.

When in Need of Sporting Goods try

THE JORDAN HARDWARE CO.

They carry a complete line 664 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

The College Barber

The Connecticut Agricultural College

Storrs, Conn.

FOUR YEAR COURSE in Agriculture, designed to train young men as Scientific Farmers, Teachers, and Agricultural Experts. Entrance requirements, four-year high school course. B. S. degree.

TWO-YEAR COURSE in the School of Agriculture, for those who have not the preparation, time, funds, or inclination to take the four-year course. Open to those who have completed the work of the common school.

FOUR YEAR COURSE in Mechanical Engineering. Four years of high school work required for entrance. B. S. degree.

FOUR-YEAR COURSE in Home Economics. Open to young women who are high school graduates. B. S. degree.

SHORT WINTER COURSES in Agriculture.

Recent appropriations have provided additions to lands, buildings and equipment valued at $950,000. Expenses low. No tuition charge to residents of Connecticut. Military instruction. A catalog will be sent upon request.

CHARLES LEWIS BEACH, President
ENTIRE COLLEGE BODY TO BE PHOTOGRAPHED

Everybody Urged to be Here November 17. Pictures Will Get Wide Publicity

Student organizations that would like to have their pictures taken will get a good opportunity, perhaps two opportunities, within the next few weeks. One company of commercial photographers, specializing in college work, is scheduled to have a camera man in Storrs on November 17 for a group picture of the student body and a second company is expected to have a representative here at any time.

Some weeks ago the Bingham Photo Company of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., specializing in college photographers, asked permission to take a picture of the entire student body. The request was granted and a tentative date was established about two weeks ago. The photographer has not yet shown up and no explanation has been forthcoming. However, the Thompson Photograph Company of Petersburg, Va., made a similar request and to show their sincerity sent a representative to Storrs November 3.

An agreement has been made with the Virginia company for a picture Monday, November 17. It is desired that every student in the college and all of the faculty and office workers will make it a point to get in this picture. Naturally, everyone hopes to see as large a group as possible because it is expected that such a photograph will get wide publicity. The college is under no financial obligation to the company. The photographer will depend upon sales of prints to students and faculty, although, of course, being in the picture does not entail any obligation to buy.

The picture of the student body will be taken with a "circuit" camera and the print will be eight inches wide by from 30 to 40 inches in length. If the smaller size is made, single prints will sell for $1.50 and if the larger size is made the cost will be $1.50.

In addition to the group picture, the photographer agrees to take smaller groups as desired. These will be taken on 5x7 or 8x10 plates. The 5x7 pictures will be made for a charge of $1.25 for one negative and one print and 35 cents each for additional prints. Pictures taken on 8x10 plates will cost $2.50 for the plate and 65 cents each for prints.

The photographer expects to spend the entire day at Storrs and will take as many pictures as desired. Sale of the pictures will be turned over to some college student who cares to do the work on a commission basis. All pictures will be subject to approval. The date of November 17 is definite. The Thompson Company which is to be represented here at that time, was employed during the war making pictures of training camps but has returned to its former field of college photography.

Should the other company also send a photographer, it is probable that there will be two sets of photographs of the college group instead of one.

GOED'S ANNUAL DANCE
A GREAT SUCCESS
JEAN SMITT AND HOWARD BRIDGES WIN PRIZES

Monkey Also Earns Mention—Many Other Costumes are Donned at Hallowe'en

Hallowe'en night was well celebrated at Connecticut this year. The usual Masquerade was given by the co-eds. It was well attended and first-class in every respect. Many visitors from various countries and climes were present in the "Land of Jazz" that night.

The Grand March took place just after the fourth dance. The gay Masquers stepped around for the judges' review, at the same time entertaining the bug-eyed groups on the side lines with a gorgeous display of international fashion.

The first prizes were awarded to Miss Jean Smitt, who came as a Kiltie and Mr. Howard Bridges, representing a Don from Old Spain. Miss Mabel Bennett, as a Chinese Princess, received the second ladies' prize. The monkey at the end of the organ grinder's rope, none other than Mr. R. Howes, well earned mention as the funniest "rader." Masks were gladly removed after the March. Although every window in the Armory was open, the air seemed to remain warm and close.

This did not interfere, however, with the fun of the evening. Our faithful performers knew nothing but their American "rags" (which they play so well) but strange to say, the Spanish matadors, gay Sicilians, old conquers stepped around for the judges' opinion, and no explanation has been forthcoming. It is desired that such a photograph will get wide publicity. The college is under no financial obligation to the company. The photographer will depend upon sales of prints to students and faculty, although, of course, being in the picture does not entail any obligation to buy.

The picture of the student body will be taken with a "circuit" camera and the print will be eight inches wide by from 30 to 40 inches in length. If the smaller size is made, single prints will sell for $1.50 and if the larger size is made the cost will be $1.50.

In addition to the group picture, the photographer agrees to take smaller groups as desired. These will be taken on 5x7 or 8x10 plates. The 5x7 pictures will be made for a charge of $1.25 for one negative and one print and 35 cents each for additional prints. Pictures taken on 8x10 plates will cost $2.50 for the plate and 65 cents each for prints.

The photographer expects to spend the entire day at Storrs and will take as many pictures as desired. Sale of the pictures will be turned over to some college student who cares to do the work on a commission basis. All pictures will be subject to approval. The date of November 17 is definite. The Thompson Company which is to be represented here at that time, was employed during the war making pictures of training camps but has returned to its former field of college photography.

STEAM CARPET CLEANING and Rough Dry Family Washing, as well as our famous Shirt and Collar Work, is sure to please. Prices right.

Maverick Laundry and Carpet Cleaning Works
828 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.
Opposite Hooker House

H. E. Remington & Co.
Clothiers and Outfitters
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

STAMFORD GARAGE
Telephone 599-4 OUR 'BUS
Leaves Willimantic Depot 10:05 a.m. and 6:30 p.m., every week day for Connecticut Agricultural College; 4 p.m. every week-day, except Saturday.
REPAIRS AND SUPPLIES
AUTOS FOR HIRE—Day or Night.

FOR FORMAL DANCES AND FOR ALL OCCASIONS WHERE CORRECT DRESS IS REQUIRED, YOU'LL FIND US WITH THE BEST

THE BETTER DRESS REQUISITES OF THE BETTER SORT

The Church-Reed Co.
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

Now is the Time
To Take Some Snap Shots for Your
"MEM" BOOK
A Complete Line of Films for all Cameras
College Book Store
Main Building

DYNAMITE!

There has been considerable disturbance going on lately, and many people wonder what all the racket can be. Some remark that it must be the Germans at work again, while others say Fourth of July is coming hereafter twice a year.

Upon closer investigation it has been found that it is nothing more than Mr. Blake doing some blasting down by the green house so that he may go ahead with the trench he is digging to lay pipe, which, when finished, will serve to drain the small area in the rear of where Grove Cottage once stood.

Do not go about crabbing, especially if you have nothing to offer to better the condition.

To give our customers the very best goods and to make the prices as low as is consistent with good quality.

H. V. BEEBE
Storrs, Conn.

STEAM CARPET CLEANING and Rough Dry Family Washing, as well as our famous Shirt and Collar Work, is sure to please. Prices right.